Supplementary Results

Extension of the mini end station with an IR viewing system
Our original fixed target chip (Generation 1: 9x9 compartments, with 12x12 features = 11,664 total features), as well as its recent re-design (Generation 2: 6x6 compartments with 24x24 features = 20,736 total features), have been described previously [9] [10] [11] . Briefly, in the crystallography chip crystals are held in a random orientation in precisely defined, bottomless wells or features. At the front side of the chip the features have an opening of 50x50 µm, which reduces to 8x8 µm at their backside to efficiently trap the protein crystals during loading 9, 10, 12 . To increase the stability of the silicon chip these features are organized in to 6x6 compartments with a silicon thickness of 50 µm, surrounded by silicon bars with a thickness of 500 µm. The experimental setup, (Supplementary Fig. 2 ) is slightly modified with respect to the original design 13 . We have extended the mini-end station with an on-axis infrared (IR) viewing system. The IR light source is mounted as a back-light on the beamline while the camera is facing the backside of the chip. Although alignment of the chip can be achieved with light in the visible spectrum, IR has two advantages: firstly, photosensitive samples can be loaded and aligned with high precision and without photo-damage to the system; secondly, chip alignment is improved due to the existence of regions of the chip that are semi-transparent in the IR spectrum, the 50 µm thick compartments. The thicker silicon bars, however, remain opaque ( Supplementary Fig. 6 ). Due to this effect, it is not only possible to accurately observe the bottom openings on the chip, but to also determine the positions of protein crystals on the chip surface.
Optical excitation and indirect shuttering
To enable time-resolved pump-probe SSX, we have also introduced a fs-laser source as pump light to the setup, which can be used to either directly initiate a biochemical reaction or trigger the cleavage of a photocaged substrate as in the experiment described in this paper ( Supplementary Fig. 2 ). This excitation source's peak power can be exploited to generate a wide variety of excitation wavelengths for 1-photon resonant excitation or multiphoton excitation for virtually all excitation needs. The pump laser beam is introduced to the setup via a path of UV enhanced aluminium mirrors and focussed onto the sample using a prism mirror mounted close to the X-ray capillary. During this experiment the total laser-energy transmitted to the sample was 45 nJ, ensuring efficient excitation but preventing artificial effects due to dissipation of excess energy. Subsequent pulses from the synchrotron X-ray beam are delivered to probe the structural changes of the target system. In addition to beam brightness, another general hardware limitation in fast time-resolved SSX is very often the speed of the X-ray shutter.
Dependent on the experimental design, fast X-ray shutters operate on the order of a few milliseconds with about 10 10 openings per life cycle and a low repetition rate (~10 Hz). Since our current data collection speed allows recording of 10 6 -10 7 diffraction images within 24 h, using the fast X-ray shutter during the pump-probe experiment is not a sustainable approach. Electronic detector shutters, which determine the exposure time of the detector are clearly fast enough for TR-SSX with cycle times of a few milliseconds (i.e. Pilatus 6M) or even microseconds in the case of the latest generation counting detectors (i.e. Eiger 16M). To circumvent the lack of a fast X-ray shutter and simultaneously reduce exposure time of the crystals we apply an 'indirect shuttering' approach. To this end, we use the high-speed translation stage system and move the protein crystals out of the beam after a diffraction image is recorded ( Supplementary Fig. 4 ). The whole system uses the information of the stage as the master clock: 1) the chip moves to a new crystal position; 2) a pulsed signal is generated at the motion controller as soon as the position is reached; 3) this pulse triggers the 15 ms exposure of the detector; 4) after this time a 1.02 ms signal is given to the pulse picker of the fs-laser. Since the fslaser operates at a frequency of 1 kHz, statistically every 1 ms a pulse is generated. By setting the time interval for the pulse picker just above 1 ms, we ensure that at least one pulse is sent to the sample.
While the combination of beam brightness and absolute exposure time determines the shortest possible time delays for SSX experiments the situation is different for long time delays. In contrast to liquid jet injection systems, fixed target SFX/SSX experiments have no theoretical limit for long time delays.
However, from a practical point of view, time delays longer than a few hundred ms become impractical if every crystal is to be addressed consecutively. To circumvent this problem and drastically reduce the required beamtime even for long time delays we designed the HARE approach for SSX/SFX.
Comparison of sequential and HARE time delays
For comparison a single chip using sequential delays would take ~4.7 h (752 ms delay § + 72 ms chip translation = 824 ms / crystal * 20,736 features = 284.8 min) while the cumulative data collection takes only ~1h using the HARE delays (8* (72 ms chip translation + 20 ms exposure period + 2 ms laser excitation) = 752 ms / 8 crystals * 20,736 features = 64.9 min). § For sequential delays the exposure period and laser excitation would be included in the delay time. $ exposure period = 15 ms Xray exposure plus detector opening time.
Accuracy of the timing
To assess the timing accuracy of our setup we have plotted distribution functions of five different time delays for a whole chip ( Supplementary Fig. 7 ). The plot shows the percentage of diffraction images for the time delay of 13536 ms the maximum deviation from the median value is -200 ms/ + 150 ms, corresponding to a relative error of max. -1.7 %. By using more refined algorithms and modified motion control electronics one could achieve higher timing accuracies, but with the drawback of a reduced measurement rate. By contrast to liquid sample injection approaches, there is a trade-off between increasing the velocity (>>30 Hz) of the translation stages to its positional accuracy 13 . Importantly, however, the accuracy of the individual time-points would not be affected.
Radiation Damage
To address the concern of X-ray damage, we recorded two dark structures (i.e. without laser-pulses), after 1 (0.28 MGy) and 2 (0.56 MGy) X-ray pulses, respectively. These structures do not show any detectable differences between each other. They also do not show reduced electron density for the capdomain loop, further substantiating that the reduced electron density we see for this region in the 752 ms and 2052 ms time-points is clearly associated to its biological function ( Supplementary Fig. 10 ).
Conversely, the longer the reaction of the enzyme is allowed to progress the more structural changes can be observed, while the cumulative dose never exceeds 0.56 and 0.74 MGy, respectively. In addition, these structural changes fully parallel those of our previous static studies, where we can observe that the disordering of the cap-domain loop is associated with substrate turnover by FAcD ( Supplementary Fig. 11 ) 14, 15 .
Supplementary Discussion
To truly understand how proteins function one requires a detailed examination of all operating time scales. TRX is one of the few methods available that provide access to the dynamics of biomolecular reactions in structural terms. Since the advent of XFEL sources this relatively well established technique has regained popularity [16] [17] [18] [19] . Serial femtosecond crystallography (SFX) re-established this technique as a large series of single-shot experiments, greatly facilitating data collection and providing access to non-reversible reactions in time-resolved experiments (TR-SFX). The problem has been that to date these studies have been restricted to the use of large crystals and conventional data collection methods limiting the scope of potential experiments due to both limited supply of sufficient quality crystals and X-ray damage considerations 16, [20] [21] [22] . Only very few of the TRX studies do not rely on reversible, light induced systems and radiation damage of the sample often proves to be a serious problem. With the advent of X-ray free-electron laser (XFEL) sources TRX has re-gained popularity.
At XFELs TRX is performed as a series of single-shot experiments in a pump-probe fashion. To this end, a large variety of sample delivery methods has been developed to serve the need to inject thousands to millions of individual micro-crystals into the X-ray beam 9, 10, 23-31 .
Since the first demonstration of serial femtosecond crystallography (SFX) many different protein systems have been studied [32] [33] [34] [35] . These involved the carbon-monoxide release from myoglobin, structural changes within photosystem I-ferredoxin, the oxygen evolving complex in photosystem II and the trans-cis conformational transition in photoactive yellow protein (PYP) [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] . All these systems have in common that they employed liquid jet injectors, were photo-triggered and the majority of time points were in the picosecond or longer domain. To expand the number of accessible systems and address non-photoinducible enzymes three similar in-situ mixing methods were described recently 25, [43] [44] [45] . Nevertheless, similar to previous approaches these methods focussed on fast time-points, albeit slower time-points should be accessible 43 .
Data collection in serial femtosecond crystallography (SFX) is based on the diffraction-beforedestruction principle 33, 46 . In SFX the diffraction information can be captured on femtosecond time scales based on the durations of the laser excitation pulse, the X-ray probe pulse, and relative time delay between the pump and probe. This has two advantages: the first is the ultra-short time of the probe pulses that even enable the capture of intermediates of ultra-fast processes such as bondvibration, base-wobbling, global twisting and side-chain rotations 47 . The second advantage is the absence of most radiation damage effects, as the diffraction process and thereby data generation stops well before major secondary damage processes commence. In SFX, data collection is thus based on the recording of thousands of still images of individual crystals, where every crystal is exposed to a high-intensity X-ray pulse only once. For studying ultrafast time-resolved structural changes in biological macromolecular systems involving 10 micron scale crystals, XFEL sources are currently the only tools available that provide a temporal resolution on the femtosecond to nanosecond timescale.
However, serial crystallography is not limited to XFELS but can also be conducted at synchrotron sources (serial synchrotron crystallography -SSX). The general principle in SSX is largely the same as in SFX, with the advantage of much better availability of SSX beamtime generating increased potential for structural biology applications.
Sample-transfer and reaction initiation systems
In addition to optically triggered systems the "mix-and-inject" approach was introduced for XFELs 44, 45 . Here the crystal suspension and the ligand solution are transferred through a T-junction mixer before ejection into the XFEL beam. One of the current limitations with this approach lies in the population mixing that can result from the laminar flow in the capillary 25 . However, more importantly the liquid jet technology does not allow to address time-points below 30 ms or higher than 2000 ms.
Modifications of these time-ranges would require changes to the flow-rate, and major hardware alterations to the device 44 . In comparison to liquid jet injectors the tape-drive technology appears to bear higher potential for time-resolved studies on biologically relevant time-scales. At the moment, two different approaches have been described: Based on XFEL experiments, the "drop-on-tape" approach was described also offering time ranges with higher temporal flexibility than liquid-jet injectors 25 . However, different time-delays require modifications to the laser setup or the transfer speed of the belt 25 . For synchrotron radiation experiments, the "mix-and-diffuse" approach similar to "mix-and-inject" system, was described 43, 45 . However, while the "mix-and-inject system" cannot address time-points longer than 2 s, the "mix-and-diffuse system" was reported to be unable to measure time points shorter than 2 s or longer than 50 s without significant hardware revision. In addition, the tape-drive system suffers from higher background scattering due to larger path length for the X-rays through large droplets (~280 µm) and polymer scattering from the belt material. With increasing time-delays background scattering from dehydrating droplets as well as PEG interactions with helium could become problematic.
Conversely, in our system most of the solvent is removed when the crystals are fixed to the chip. In contrast to our approach, it currently appears difficult for the above mentioned systems to quickly change between various time delays. By contrast our setup requires no hardware modifications only quick changes in input parameters to sample time-points ranging from a few milliseconds to several minutes if large portions of the chip are sampled. Additionally, our setup provides the advantage of obtaining a dark-reference pattern for every crystal measured, which can potentially be turned into a novel data-analysis method 48 . However, the most substantial advantage of our HARE approach is that it provides a solution for sampling very slow time-points with comparable throughput to that of fast time-points, in contrast especially to the tape drive approach.
Radiation Damage
Unfortunately, there are currently only very few studies addressing radiation damage for roomtemperature diffraction measurements and none that would specifically address this question for serial crystallography. Important differences for room temperature data collection are the rate of diffusion of free radical through the crystal lattice, the quenching of radicals by solvent molecules and most importantly free-radical recombination, which is ~10 7 times faster at room temperature than under cryo conditions 49 . Here, each crystal was probed with X-rays of the indicated energy ( Supplementary   Table 1, 2) . For those time-points that were recorded using the HARE approach (752 ms, 2052 ms) each crystal was exposed twice, hence the total dose was 0.56 MGy and 0.74 MGy, respectively depending on the beamline. The Garman-limit for a cryo-cooled crystal lies at 43 MGy, while for room-temperature crystals the old Blake and Phillips value of 0.59 MGy is often quoted 50, 51 . Our cumulative dose is either below this conservative level or only slightly exceeds this value. However, recently an inverse dose-rate effect was demonstrated for room-temperature data showing a positive linear relationship between dose-tolerance and dose-rate providing an up to >110-fold increase in dose-tolerance 52, 53 . The dose rate for our data-collection was at 5*10 12 ph/s (10 MGy/s), while the inverse dose-rate effect was even observed at 10 8 ph/s, suggesting a more pronounced effect in our case. Consistent with the initial report, the inverse dose rate effect was later on demonstrated in a different study for a number of additional systems but with beam parameters highly comparable to ours. A clear lag-phase of >0.5 MGy was demonstrated for dose rates of ~1 MGy/s, where no loss of diffraction power can be observed 54 . Although these data were recorded comparably rapidly, the total data collection exceeded hundreds of milliseconds, while our data were collected within a short single 37 ms pulse. In combination with the ~10 times higher dose-rate we assume that the lag-phase for our experiment would exceed the 0.5 MGy value. In addition, the authors addressed the question of sample heating and found no significant increase in temperature, even for dose rates of ~25 MGy/s. In conclusion, previous experiments suggest that the dose-rates and cumulative doses applied in our work do not lead to major radiation damage. This is corroborated by our structural findings demonstrating equivalent electron density distributions for the different radiation doses.
Biological implications
Our previous studies have shown that the loss of order of the cap-domain loop is associated with the biological function of FAcD and is not induced by X-ray damage 14, 15 . We have determined several static, isomorphous structures, where both cap domains are present that support this finding (apostructures collected on a home source -PDB-ID: 5T4T, on a synchrotron -PDB-ID: 3R41, and an SSX structure ablated by an IR-pulse -PDB-ID: 5NYV, respectively). In structures that were cocrystallized with various ligands the electron density for one or both cap domains is missing (measured on a home source -PDB-ID: 5K3F, 5K3E, 5K3B). In structures soaked with various ligands, one or both cap domains are missing (measured on home source and on a synchrotron beamline -PDB-ID: 3R3X, 3R3W, 3R3Y, 3R3V). Thus the increasing disorder in the cap-domain is indeed a mechanistic feature presenting during the catalytic cycle of FAcD. Consequently, we can observe the structural changes that are taking place during binding of the ligand and the subsequent increase in dynamics of the active site. The 752 ms time-point shows a Michaelis-complex (substrate bound complex) of a catalytically active enzyme. In contrast, all previously described Michaelis complexes of FAcD were chemically trapped via a catalytically inactive mutant. However, in contrast to previous studies this time-resolved experiment investigates the wild-type enzyme at room temperature and hence reflects true snapshots of a 'molecular movie' of the catalytic process.
Outlook
With the current limitation of available XFEL beamtime, the ability to conduct TR-SSX experiments at widely accessible synchrotron sources offers a major advantage to the structural biology community. Due to the current limitations in brightness of synchrotron sources, studies of nanocrystals or ultrafast time-scale structural dynamics still need to be conducted at XFELs. However, further increases in synchrotron brightness and improved detector technology promise to push this limit to the microsecond domain. Another possibility to increase the temporal resolution for timeresolved synchrotron crystallography includes a Hadamard Transformation based approach, which would also benefit from the technical setup described here 55 . Concordantly, the latter lays the groundwork to address questions about biological and enzymatic systems that could not be addressed previously. Its simplicity allows for easy transfer to other beamlines and requires little specialized training. Most importantly, currently the HARE approach offers the greatest versatility in addressing the biologically relevant timescales of enzymatic reactions in the millisecond to seconds time-scale. Supplementary Table 1 . Data collection and refinement statistics. 
Supplementary Tables
Supplementary Notes
Synthesis of the photocaged Fluoroacetate (pHP-FAc)
General Remarks
The melting point (m.p.) was measured on a Büchi M-560 apparatus in open capillaries. 1 H NMR, 13 C NMR, and 19 F NMR spectra were recorded on Bruker AV III 400 and 500 spectrometers at 25 °C; chemical shifts (δ) are reported in ppm using the residual solvent peak as reference. Atom to peak assignment was based on COSY, HSQC, and HMBC experiments. The infrared (IR) spectrum was recorded on a Perkin-Elmer Spectrum Two IR spectrometer, with the relative peaks intensities 
